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Abstract
This research aims to explore the historical attachment of the local community of 
Parakan City through its oral tradition. Parakan was designated as a heritage city 
in 2015; it is a small city in Indonesia, located in Central Java. It is well known as 
the Bamboo Runcing City. Bamboo Runcing refers to the sharpened bamboo that 
was used as a traditional weapon a hundred years ago in Indonesia. To understand 
the level of historical attachment, it is necessary to establish its value via its oral 
tradition. Such tradition is regarded as a primary source of history and can be 
explored by interviewing relevant respondents. Using a qualitative method with a 
EFTDSJQUJWF�OBSSBUJWF�BQQSPBDI�UIJT�SFTFBSDI�JEFOUJÎFT�UIF�SFBTPOT�XIZ�UIF�MPDBM�
community uses the term “Bamboo Runcing” as a city brand. This paper concludes 
by ascertaining the extent of historical attachment within the local community of 
Parakan City.

Keywords: Historical Attachment, Oral Tradition, History, Parakan, Heritage City, 
Indonesia 
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Introduction
The designation of an area as a historical site is part of the efforts made by local 
and central governments to preserve and conserve many as possible the heri-
tage buildings or areas in Indonesia. Many historical sites in Indonesia have been 
designated as conservation areas, as well as heritage sites. One such area is the 
city of Parakan. Parakan is a small city in Indonesia, located in Central Java, but 
not many people know about it. In 2015, the city was designated as a heritage city 
by the National Government through Piagam Komitmen Penataan Pelestarian Kota 
Pusaka 2015 (Charter of Commitment to the Conservation of Heritage City 2015). 

The city of Parakan is well known among its society for its history as the pioneer 
of Bamboo Runcing, also known as Kyai Bamboo Runcing. KH Subuki introduced 
Bamboo Runcing as a traditional weapon one hundred years ago. The city also 
has many colonial buildings that should be preserved because of their history. 
Some of these historical buildings remain intact, but some are in ruins due to 
lack of maintenance. They are located in, and include Old Station, Klenteng Hok 
Teng Tong, Pasar Legi, Chinatown, Candi Setapan, Gunung Candi, Kali Galeh Old 
#SJEHF�15�,"*�3FTJEFODF�,BEFXBOBO�	(PWFSONFOU�0GÎDF
�,)�4VCVLJ�T�IPVTF�,)�
4VCVLJ�T�$FNFUFSZ�-BOHHBS�8BMJ�	8BMJ�.PTRVF
�UIF�,BVNBO�"SFB�BOE�.BTKJE�"M�
#BSPLBI�#BNCV�3VODJOH�	#BNCPP�3VODJOH�NPTRVF
��0OF�BTQFDU�UIBU�HJWFT�1BSB-
kan a unique architectural character is the existence of Chinese houses within the 
Chinatown area. The physical condition and the visual image of these buildings 
have remained the same; they are still original and are about two centuries old.

1VSXBOUJBTOJOH�FU�BM��	����
�EJTDVTT�UIF�UIFPSZ�PG�BUUBDINFOU�BOE�IPX�UIF�IJTUPSJ-
cal aspects are involved in it. The authors start the discussion about “historical 
attachment” by dividing the term into two words: “historical” and “attachment.” 
First, the word “historical” derives from “history,” which is related to chronological 
events over time, in this case from the past to the present which require evidence 
to prove the events. This evidence could be old archives, documents, photographs 
or oral history from people who were alive during the period of interest. Secondly, 
the word “attachment” derives from the verb to “attach,” which is related to hu-
NBO�CFIBWJPS��"UUBDINFOU�JO�IVNBO�CFIBWJPS�SFMBUFT�UP�TPNFPOF�T�FNPUJPOBM�
CPOEJOH�BT�XFMM�BT�UIFJS�BGGFDUJPO�GPS�TPNFUIJOH�	B�QBSUJDVMBS�PCKFDU
��"MUNBO�
	����
�EJTDVTTFT�UIF�UIFPSZ�PG�BUUBDINFOU�UIBU�XBT�ÎSTU�JOUSPEVDFE�CZ�"JOTXPSUI�
	����
��"DDPSEJOH�UP�"JOTXPSUI�UIF�UIFPSZ�PG�BUUBDINFOU�FYQMBJOT�UIBU�CFIBW-
JPS�BUUBDINFOU�JT�EFWFMPQFE�UISPVHI�JOUFSBDUJPO�XJUI�B�QBSUJDVMBS�PCKFDU�FJUIFS�
MJWJOH�PS�JOBOJNBUF�BOE�XIJDI�IBT�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�NFBOJOH�GPS�TPNFPOF��0O�UIF�
PUIFS�IBOE�%VSLJO�	����
�TUBUFT�UIBU�UIF�BUUBDINFOU�JT�VTVBMMZ�TVQQPSUFE�BOE�
NBJOUBJOFE�CZ�BUUBDINFOU�CFIBWJPS��5VBO�	����
�BMTP�FYQMBJOT�UIBU�UIJT�CPOEJOH�PG�
PCKFDU�BUUBDINFOU�JT�SFMBUFE�UP�IVNBO�FYQFSJFODFT�JO�TQBDF�BOE�QMBDF��"DDPSEJOH�
to Tuan, this bonding, or attachment to space and place, refers to human experi-
ences which are comprised of feelings and thoughts. Tuan also mentions that 
there are three types of principal spaces: mythical space, pragmatic space and 
BCTUSBDU�PS�UIFPSFUJDBM�TQBDF�XIJDI�JT�SFÏFDUFE�JO�UIF�RVBMJUZ�PG�UIF�IVNBO�TFOTFT�
and mentality. The attachment to something could take place after people have 
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experienced certain spaces and places. Tuan supports the theory of attachment, 
particularly the attachment to something that is related to human behavior. 

In this research, from the literature above, a relationship has been established 
CFUXFFO�BUUBDINFOU�BOE�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�1BSBLBO��)JTUPSZ�JT�EFÎOFE�BT�B�TUPSZ�XJUI�
chronological events from the past to the present. We aim to relate the attach-
ment to the past and use this attachment as the bonding of the local community 
to the history of their city, particularly that of Parakan. This historical attachment 
involves the emotional bonding of the local community to the past, which has 
persisted until the present day, and is likely to continue into the future. This at-
tachment implies continuity, though emotional bonding is multiple and divergent 
SBUIFS�UIBO�VOJÎFE�BOE�TJOHVMBS��

Referring to previous research regarding the role of historical attachment in the 
EFTJHOBUJPO�PG�B�IJTUPSJDBM�TJUF�	1VSXBOUJBTOJOH�FU�BM�����
�BUUBDINFOU�DBO�CF�
SFMBUFE�UP�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�BO�PCKFDU�XIJDI�JT�FJUIFS�WJB�XSJUUFO�IJTUPSZ�PS�CZ�PSBM�IJT-
tory and in this case, a historical building or area. If the attachment is related to a 
place, then it becomes something special for someone who lived within the area. 
Individuals may feel a sense of the atmosphere or experience of the space, based 
on memory or individual interpretation. Historical buildings, or even historical 
BSFBT�UIBU�DPVME�CF�DPOTJEFSFE�BT�QMBDFT�CFDPNF�FTTFOUJBM�PS�TJHOJÎDBOU�XIFO�
related to history or the past. One aspect that should be underlined in the theory 
of attachment is that such links to the past must be supported by evidence from, 
for example, archives, documentation, or oral tradition from someone who can 
EFTDSJCF�UIF�QBTU��5IJT�BUUBDINFOU�JT�OPU�KVTU�BCPVU�B�NFNPSZ�PG�UIF�QBTU�TP�JU�JT�
important to relate it to evidence. The historical attachment between one person 
BOE�BOPUIFS�JT�EJGGFSFOU�CFDBVTF�JU�EFQFOET�PO�QFPQMF�T�JOEJWJEVBM�QFSDFQUJPOT�BOE�
experiences when reading or interpreting historical archives and documentation. 
*U�BMTP�EFQFOET�PO�UIF�TVCKFDUJWF�QPTJUJPOBMJUZ�PG�UIF�IJTUPSJBO��4PNFPOF�DPVME�
experience historical attachment either after learning about the history of a build-
ing or area, or after hearing about its history from someone else who knows the 
history of the site. In particular, this attachment will show the extent to which an 
JOEJWJEVBM�T�FNPUJPOBM�CPOEJOH�UP�IJTUPSZ�JT�SFMBUFE�UP�B�IJTUPSJDBM�CVJMEJOH�PS�BSFB�
	1VSXBOUJBTOJOH�FU�BM������
��

The level of historical attachment between one person and another is different 
	1VSXBOUJBTOJOH�FU�BM������
��"T�5VBO�	����
�FYQMBJOT�UIJT�CPOEJOH�XJUI�B�TQBDF�
QMBDF�PS�PCKFDU�EFQFOET�PO�IVNBO�FYQFSJFODFT��5IF�BUUBDINFOU�PG�QFPQMF�XJUI�
different perspectives and experiences will be different to those who know noth-
ing about its history. Tuan states that there are two key terms in the human 
experience of space and place: the nature of their experience and their experien-
UJBM�QFSTQFDUJWF��*O�UIJT�SFTFBSDI�XF�IBWF�VUJMJ[FE�UIJT�MPDBUJPO�T�PSBM�USBEJUJPO�UP�
uncover the history of Parakan and to establish the extent of the historical at-
tachment of the local community to the city. Various representative respondents 
have been chosen from academics, historians, common people, the generation of 
KH Subuki in Parakan, and other people who were alive at the time to witness the 
DPMPOJBM�FSB��5IFTF�SFTQPOEFOUT�IBWF�CFFO�DIPTFO�BT�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�SFTQPOEFOUT�
because they are the most representative ones with the capability to explain Para-
LBO�T�IJTUPSZ��
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Oral Tradition as an Approach for Historical Research
7BOTJOB�	����
�EFÎOFT�PSBM�USBEJUJPO�BT�WFSCBM�UFTUJNPOZ�USBOTNJUUFE�GSPN�POF�
generation to the next, which can be more precise. He claims that oral tradition is 
BO�BQQSPQSJBUF�IJTUPSJDBM�TPVSDF�BOE�EFÎOFE�IJNTFMG�BT�B�HFOVJOF�IJTUPSJBO��0SBM�
tradition has been regarded as an approach for historians in uncovering historical 
events through the local community; the approach can be used to study traditions 
and its relationship to the social system. 

In this research, we have utilized the oral tradition as an approach to reveal the 
history of Parakan through the members of the local community and those who 
were alive during the colonial era. While we are aware that this form of research 
MBDLT�UIF�QIZTJDBM�FWJEFODF�PGGFSFE�CZ�EPDVNFOUT�NBQT�BOE�QIPUPHSBQIT�JU�GVMÎMMT�
UIF�SPMF�PG�DPNQMFUJOH�UIF�IJTUPSJDBM�OBSSBUJWF�PG�1BSBLBO��"T�7BOTJOB�	�������
�
states, “oral tradition exclusively consists of hearsay accounts, that is, testimo-
nies that narrate an event which has not been witnessed and remembered by the 
informant himself, but which he has learnt about through hearsay.”

0SBM�USBEJUJPO�IBT�CFFO�SFHBSEFE�BT�B�TPVSDF�PG�LOPXMFEHF�BCPVU�UIF�QBTU�	IJTUPSZ
��
Traditions occupy a special place among the various types of historical sources 
BOE�UIF�PSBM�USBEJUJPO�IBT�TJHOJÎDBOU�WBMVF�BT�POF�PG�UIFTF��#Z�VTJOH�UIF�PSBM�USBEJ-
tion approach, we are able to understand the level of historical attachment within 
the local community. The oral tradition approach in some regions such as native 
"NFSJDBO�	*OEJBO
�BT�XFMM�BT�UIF�%BZBL�T�QFPQMF�	,BMJNBOUBO�*TMBOE
�XBT�VTFE�JO�
the form of oral testimonies concerning the past, which were transmitted from 
one person to another, and from one generation to the next. Vansina also explains 
that there are many historical sources, including ancient ones based on the oral 
tradition, particularly in areas which have no written documentation of their 
history. To reconstruct the past or its history, the local community uses the oral 
USBEJUJPO�GSPN�POF�HFOFSBUJPO�UP�UIF�OFYU�UP�DPNQMFUF�UIF�SFHJPO�T�OBSSBUJWF��5IJT�
process is very vulnerable to being lost as there are always a generation that will 
not survive to be able to pass on traditions. To counter this situation, a revitaliza-
UJPO�PG�UIF�PSBM�USBEJUJPO�BQQSPBDI�JT�OFFEFE��1VEFOUJB�	����
�TUBUFT�UIBU�UIFSF�IBT�
been an effort to maintain oral tradition, in this case folklore, which is known as a 
revitalization of the oral tradition. The main effort in achieving this revitalization 
is by involving all the parties that support the oral tradition. The primary indicator 
PG�B�TVDDFTTGVM�SFWJUBMJ[BUJPO�JT�JG�UIFSF�JT�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�DIBOHF�XJUIJO�UIF�DPNNV-
nity and if the oral tradition is able to maintain its life over time. 

In line with the above discussion, this research aims to uncover the history of 
Parakan as a heritage city using the oral tradition approach. We have used this 
approach because there is little evidence about the history of the city. We have 
analyzed the information from the respondents and compared it with the limited 
physical documentation using the interpretation approach. Academics and com-
mon people were interviewed, who explained the history of Parakan, revealing the 
information they had acquired from their parents or grandparents. The history of 
the city has always remained in their minds and hearts, from one generation to 
the next into the present. 
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In this research, we discuss the history of the city using the oral tradition ap-
proach and divide it into three periods: Parakan before the Islam era (the Hindu 
FSB
��BGUFS�UIF�*TMBN�FSB��BOE�BT�UIF�QMBDF�XIFSF�UIF�SFWPMVUJPO�BHBJOTU�UIF�DPMP-
OJBM�QPXFST�TUBSUFE��'PS�UIF�ÎSTU�BOE�TFDPOE�QFSJPET�XF�JOUFSWJFXFE�BDBEFNJDT�
and historians to obtain information about the history of Parakan before and after 
the Islam era, while for the third part we interviewed some witnesses and genera-
UJPO�PG�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�QFSTPO�TVDI�BT�,)�4VCVLJ�BT�UIF�QJPOFFS�PG�UIF�USBEJUJPOBM�
sharpened bamboo weapon utilized by Indonesian soldiers. We have reviewed 
literature about the history of Indonesia to validate the stories told by the respon-
dents covering these exact periods, both the pre-Islamic as well as the Islamic 
ones.

Research Methods
Since this research aims to explore the historical attachment of the local com-
munity of Parakan City through oral tradition, it is necessary to establish its value. 
Such tradition is regarded as a primary source of history and can be explored by 
interviewing relevant respondents as well as by reviewing the literature on the 
history of Indonesia and in particular the history of Parakan to validate the re-
QPSUT�GSPN�SFMFWBOU�SFTQPOEFOUT��5IFTF�SFTQPOEFOUT�BSF�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�TPVSDF�BT�
they have the capability to explain the history of Parakan. We have compiled a list 
of them including in particular, the respondents from the family of KH Subuki as 
he was a previous communal leader (Imam) in Kauman, Parakan. 

From the list of respondents, we have decided to conduct interviews with the most 
TJHOJÎDBOU�POFT�XIP�LOPX�BOE�VOEFSTUBOE�WFSZ�XFMM�BCPVU�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�1BSBLBO��
Using a qualitative method with a descriptive narrative approach, the research 
JEFOUJÎFT�UIF�SFBTPOT�XIZ�UIF�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUZ�VTFT�UIF�UFSN�i#BNCPP�3VODJOHu�
as a city brand. We have used the oral tradition approach to reveal the history or 
Parakan itself and to conduct the aims of this research. 

Findings and Discussion
Basori is one of the primary respondents who recounted the history of Parakan. He 
knows the history of Parakan from his father and his grandfather. This tradition 
of transmitting and transferring knowledge orally from one generation to another 
generation as Vansina mentioned is known as the oral tradition. He fully described  
1BSBLBO�T�IJTUPSZ�CFGPSF�JU�CFDBNF�LOPXO�BT�UIF�DJUZ�PG�1BSBLBO��"T�BO�BDBEFNJD�
Basori conveyed the story of the city chronologically for clarity.  Prior to our inter-
WJFXT�XF�DPOEVDUFE�B�MJUFSBUVSF�SFWJFX�PO�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�*OEPOFTJB�BOE�TQFDJÎDBMMZ�
regarding Parakan to provide us with a foundation of its history.

The researcher as an outsider who knows only about the history of Parakan from 
literature, gained a much fuller understanding as Basori told the history of Para-
kan, from the era of the Mataram Kuno Kingdom, to the Mataram Islam era, and 
up the city being the birthplace of KH Subuki, the pioneer of Bamboo Runcing. 

The history of Parakan began in the Hindu era, the Mataram Kuno or Mataram 
)JOEV�FSB�	����"%�������"%
�GPMMPXFE�CZ�UIF�*TMBN�&SB�XIFO�.BUBSBN�,VOP�PS�

Ari Widyati Purwantiasning et al
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.BUBSBN�)JOEV�CFDBNF�UIF�.BUBSBN�*TMBN�FSB�	�����"%��������"%
��1BSBLBO�JT�
one district of Temanggung City, which has existed since the Mataram Kuno era. 
The name “Parakan” came into use since the era of the Mataram Kuno Kingdom, 
VOEFS�UIF�,JOH�PG�4BOKBZB��"DDPSEJOH�UP�TPNF�SFTQPOEFOUT�UIF�XPSE�i1BSBLBOu�
comes from “Para Rakai.” Rakai is a term which refers to Hindu monks or priests; 
in Sanskrit it means “full moon.” In the era of the Mataram Kuno Kingdom, many 
rakai lived in the Prakan area, with much evidence to prove this, such as the Li-
yangan Temple and the Dieng Temple complexes. The rakai lived in the Parakan 
district, which became a sacred district. In the Mataram Kuno era, all the Hindus 
would perform rituals in the Dieng Temple complex and would then go to Parakan 
to meet the rakai to ask for their guidance. This history of Parakan is also under-
MJOFE�CZ�.VSUJZPTP�	����
�XIP�TUBUFT�UIBU�1BSBLBO�T�IJTUPSZ�DBOOPU�CF�TFQBSBUFE�
from the history of the Javanese Kingdom, especially the Kingdoms of Mataram 
Kuno and Mataram Islam.

5IF�OBNF�1BSBLBO�JUTFMG�FNFSHFE�BGUFS�UIF�,JOH�PG�4BOKBZB�TUFQQFE�EPXO�BOE�
was replaced by Rakai Panangkaran in 746 AD. In this era, the palace of King Rakai 
Panangkaran was located in the Kedu District. After he was replaced by King Rakai 
Panunggalan in 784 AD, the palace was relocated to the district of Panaraban, then 
known as Parakan. Later, King Rakai Panunggalan was replaced by King Rakai 
Warak, who settled in the area of Tembarak. 

Murtiyoso as a historian who used to live in Ngemplak, Parakan, explained that 
between the 5th and 11th centuries, central power and wealth were located in the 
NJEEMF�PG�+BWB��5IF�QSJNBSZ�TPVSDF�PG�UIJT�XFBMUI�XBT�UIF�SJDF�QBEEZ�ÎFMET�JO�UIF�
district of Kedu and the surrounding areas. This is all supported by the Liyangan 
heritage sites within the region of Kedu, which exemplify the cultural life from 
UIF�1SF�)JOEV�FSB�	�UI�DFOUVSZ
�VOUJM�UIF�+BWB�)JOEV�FSB�	��UI�DFOUVSZ
��-JZBO-
gan proves that the location was a notable complex for Hindus; it was not only a 
temple compound, but also a settlement on a larger urban scale. It is also proof 
UIBU�UIF�EJTUSJDU�XBT�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�BOE�DFOUSBM�BSFB�JO�UIF�TVSSPVOEJOH�4VNCJOH�
and Sindoro mountains.

The Mataram Kuno Hindu era faded after the arrival of Prince Benowo, who left 
UIF�,JOHEPN�PG�1BKBOH�BOE�USJFE�UP�FTUBCMJTI�B�OFX�TFUUMFNFOU�PO�UIF�CBOL�PG�UIF�
rivers between the two rivers of Kali Galeh and Kali Brangkongan. Many people 
DBNF�UP�KPJO�UIF�QSJODF�BOE�UP�TUBSU�B�OFX�MJGF�JO�UIJT�OFX�EJTUSJDU�LOPXO�BT�1BSB-
kan. According to Murtiyoso a historian and respondent, “Parakan” means a place 
XJUI�XBUFS�JOTJEF�JU�GPS�ÎTIJOH��"EEJUJPOBMMZ�#BTPSJ�TUBUFT�UIBU�UIF�XPSE�JT�EFSJWFE�
GSPN�iNBSBLu�	B�+BWBOFTF�UFSN
�XIJDI�NFBOT�iDPNF�BMPOH�u�#PUI�PG�UIFTF�UFSNT�
are relevant when referring to the history of the district itself. Parakan, as the 
place for Prince Benowo to live, is on a bank of the river, so it is a place with water. 
On the other hand, Parakan is also a place for Islamic people to be close to God as 
UIFSF�BSF�NBOZ�LZBJ�	.VTMJN�QSJFTUT
�SFTJEJOH�JO�UIF�1BSBLBO�EJTUSJDU�BOE�TQFDJÎ-
DBMMZ�JO�UIF�,BSBOH�5FOHBI�BSFB�	BMTP�LOPXO�BT�UIF�,BVNBO�BSFB
�UIBU�XJMM�CF�
discussed later. 
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Evidence for the existence of Parakan, which had been known as the Karang Ten-
gah Village, is the existence of an inscribed stone named Prasasti Kayumwungan. 
Its inscription describes the history of the area in ancient Javanese and Sanskrit 
languages. This stone was found one hundred years ago in the Karang Tengah 
Village area and is proof of the existence of Parakan, which had been an area for 
all the rakai during the Mataram Kuno Hindu era. The Prasasti of Kayumwun-
HBO�TIPVME�DPOTJTU�PG�ÎWF�QJFDFT�PG�TUPOFT�XJUI�BODJFOU�+BWBOFTF�JOTDSJQUJPOT�CVU�
POMZ�UXP�QJFDFT�SFNBJO�	%���BOE�%��
�	TFF�'JHVSF��
��5IJT�QSBTBTUJ�BMTP�LOPXO�BT�
Prasasti Karang Tengah, can be found in the National Museum of Indonesia (Mu-
TFVN�/BTJPOBM�PS�.VTFVN�(BKBI
�

Figure 1. The Prasasti of Kayumwungan, there are only two pieces out of 5 remaining, D34 and D27. 

This Prasasti of Kayumwungan has been known as Prasasti of Karang Tengah as it was found in the 

,BSBOH�5FOHBI�7JMMBHF�UIBU�UPEBZ�JT�LOPXO�BT�1BSBLBO��4PVSDF��0GÎDJBM�8FCTJUF�PG�,FNFOUSJBO�1FOEJEJ-

kan dan Kebudayaan, Direktorak Jenderal Kebudayaan, has been accessed on 25th February 2018.

      

 
 
���0ME�DJUZ�DFOUFS�PG�1BSBLBN�	���������
� B��5IF�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�FBSMZ�1BSBLBO

���$JUZ�DFOUFS�PG�,BXFEBOBO�1BSBLBO�	�����
� C��5IF�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�1BSBLBO����������

���$JUZ�DFOUFS�PG�1BSBLBO�BU�QSFTFOU�EBZ�	�����
 c. The development of Parakan until present day

'JHVSF����"SFBT�PG�EFWFMPQNFOU�PG�1BSBLBO�CZ�EBUF�	.VSUJZPTP�����
�

The development of the city of Parakan can be seen in Figure 2 and explains the 
location of the city center from the 18th to 19th until now. The diagram is the re-
sult of a collaborative study between various parties, including academics, histo-
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SJBOT�UIF�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUZ�BOE�MPDBM�HPWFSONFOU�UP�EFÎOF�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�1BSBLBO�
	.VSUJZPTP�����
��"DDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�FYQMBOBUJPO�CZ�.VSUJZPTP�BGUFS�UIF�XBS�	1FSBOH�
%JQPOFHPSP����������
�BOE�BGUFS�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�IBE�FOEFE�UIF�DJUZ�PG�1BSBLBO�
grew slowly, and became a trade center for commodities such as rice, tobacco and 
coffee. During this time, the city grew in economic power and became the most 
important city in the Kedu District.

The designation of an area as historical is one that should be made by the local or 
central government. Indonesia, as a country with many islands and many histori-
cal areas, needs to make more effort towards preservation and conservation. One 
BSFB�XIJDI�IBT�NBOZ�IJTUPSJDBM�CVJMEJOHT�BOE�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�DIBSBDUFS�PG�JUT�PXO�JT�
the city of Parakan. It is in the district in Temanggung and is a relatively unknown 
DJUZ�BT�OPU�BMM�*OEPOFTJBOT�LOPX�BCPVU�JU�	TFF�'JHVSFT�����BOE��
��)PXFWFS�JO������
JU�XBT�EFTJHOBUFE�BT�B�IFSJUBHF�DJUZ�BOE�TJODF�UIJT�DMBTTJÎDBUJPO�NBOZ�QFPQMF�IBWF�
been eager to learn about its history and to explore it directly.

  

Figure 3. Map of the provinces of Indonesia showing the location of Parakan. Source: citiviu.com, ac-

cessed on 7th February 2018. 

Figure 4. The Location of Parakan within the Island of Java. Source: genericcheapmed08.com, has been 

accessed on 7th February 2018. 
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Parakan was designated as a heritage city because there are many historical 
PCKFDUT�UIBU�OFFEFE�QSFTFSWBUJPO��3FBEJOH�BCPVU�BOE�MJTUFOJOH�UP�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�
Parakan through its oral tradition encouraged people to want to know more about 
the city. Evidence of the history of Parakan can be seen in many areas. There are 
various historical sites that depict Parakan in the Mataram Kuno era, such as the 
temples in Parakan, Candi Setapan and Gunung Candi, and the complex of Candi 
Liyangan. There are also Chinese houses and temples, such as Gambiran House 
BOE�0NBI�$BOEJ�XIJDI�XBT�VTFE�CZ�-PVX�%KJFOH�5JF�B�LVOH�GV�NBTUFS�GSPN�
China, who immigrated to Parakan, and the nearly 200 year old Chinese Hok Teng 
Tong Temple. Additionally, there are colonial buildings, such as the Kali Galeh 
#SJEHF�UIF�PME�SBJMXBZ�TUBUJPO�BOE�UIF�,BXFEBOBO�0GÎDF�BT�XFMM�BT�IFSJUBHF�USBJMT�
dedicated to the sharpened bamboo pioneer KH Subuki, such as Omah Candi of 
KH Subuki, Langgar Wali. Then there is the area of Kauman, the cemetery of KH 
4VCVLJ�BOE�"M�#BSPLBI�.PTRVF�XIJDI�JT�LOPXO�BT�.BTKJE�#BNCV�3VODJOH�PS�
4IBSQFOFE�#BNCPP�.PTRVF��5IFTF�TJUFT�EFÎOFT�1BSBLBO�T�DIBSBDUFS�BOE�JO�QBS-
ticular its historical architecture.

Figure 5. The location of Parakan within Temanggung District. Source: Kecamatan Parakan, 2017.

Figure 6. The Map of Parakan from colonial era to post-colonial era. Sources: Left-hand side- KITLV 

	����
�3JHIU�IBOE�TJEF�,*5-7�	����
�
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The local government is working together with the community to preserve its his-
torical sites, cultural assets and is eager to promote Parakan as a destination for 
UPVSJTUT��*U�BMTP�IBT�DVMUVSBM�TJHOJÎDBODF�JO�UFSNT�PG�JUT�USBEJUJPOBM�GPPET�DVMUVSF�
art and its socio-culture which together comprises all assets of Parakan as a heri-
tage city.

0OF�PG�1BSBLBO�T�DMBJNT�UP�GBNF�JT�UIBU�JU�JT�UIF�DJUZ�PG�#BNCV�3VODJOH�UIF�TIBSQ-
ened bamboo used as a traditional weapon in colonial times. The pioneer of this 
was KH Subuki, known as Kyai Bambu Runcing or Jenderal Bambu Runcing. Para-
kan is also regarded as the hometown of Muhammad Roem, an Indonesia national 
IFSP�GSPN�UIF�3PFN�3PJKFO�OFHPUJBUJPOT�EVSJOH�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB��1BSBLBO�XBT�B�
famous refuge area for the Dutch to escape Pangeran Diponegoro soldiers. 

One of the activities of KH Subuki and the Indonesian soldiers was to produce as 
much Bambu Runcing as possible. One of the rituals was to put both bamboo and 
soldiers in a pool of cool water together for 24 hours (the temperature in Parakan 
JT�BMXBZT�VOEFS����EFHSFFT
��5IJT�USBEJUJPO�XBT�JOUFOEFE�UP�BMMPX�UIF�TPMEJFST�UP�
PCUBJO�TUSFOHUI�GSPN�"MMBI�485��5IF�QPPM�JUTFMG�JT�MPDBUFE�JOTJEF�UIF�.BTKJE�"M�
Barokah. This is why the mosque is known as the Bambu Runcing Mosque. The 
NPTRVF�DIBOHFE�TJHOJÎDBOUMZ�GSPN�UIF�DPMPOJBM�UP�UIF�QPTU�DPMPOJBM�FSBT��#FGPSF�
independence day, it had a traditional form with similarities of many Javanese 
mosques, with a pyramid roof known as a Limasan roof. Unfortunately, it did not 
remain as such, because in the 20th century its form was transformed, becoming 
NPSF�NPEFSO�XJUI�B�EPNFE�SPPG�	TFF�'JHVSF��
�

Figure 7. Mosque of Al Barokah Bambu Runcing - Left-hand Side: the mosque in colonial era before 

SFOPWBUJPO�3JHIU�IBOE�4JEF��UIF�NPTRVF�JO�QPTU�DPMPOJBM�FSB�BGUFS�B�NBKPS�SFOPWBUJPO��5IJT�NPTRVF�

is one of the historical places during the colonial era for making sharpened bamboo as a traditional 

XFBQPO�UP�ÎHIU�UIF�%VUDI��4PVSDF��-FGU�IBOE�TJEF��"EJMJO�#BTJSJ�	����
�3JHIU�IBOE�TJEF�1SJWBUF�%PDV-

NFOUBUJPO�	����
�

Another historical site in Kauman, Parakan is the historical house of KH Subuki, 
known as Omah Candi (Candi means a site that has become one of heritages, 
BOE�0NBI�NFBOT�IPVTF
��0NBI�$BOEJ�IBT�DIBOHFE�TJHOJÎDBOUMZ�TJODF������BGUFS�
part of the house became a small restaurant. It used to be a private house and 
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had never been open to the public, apart from the middle terrace that used to be 
GPS�iQFOHBKJBOu�PS�SFDJUBUJPO�JO�HSPVQT��"GUFS�B�SFOPWBUJPO�JO������BOE������JU�XBT�
opened to the public with a restaurant in the front and a residential space at the 
back. Its form remains the same, with large 4 sectioned doors in the middle of the 
GBºBEF�XJUI�UXP�BEKBDFOU�XJOEPXT�	TFF�'JHVSF��
�

'JHVSF����,)�4VCLIJ�T�)PVTF��-FGU�IBOE�4JEF��UIF�IPVTF�EVSJOH�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�CFGPSF�SFOPWBUJPO�

3JHIU�IBOE�4JEF��UIF�IPVTF�JO�QPTU�DPMPOJBM�FSB�BGUFS�NBKPS�SFOPWBUJPO�JU�CFDPNFT�B�SFTUBVSBOU��5IJT�

house is one historical place from the colonial era and the place of KH Subkhi (the pioneer of Bamboo 

3VODJOH
�GPS�MJWJOH�BOE�IJT�BDUJWJUJFT�EVSJOH�UIF�DPMPOJBM�UJNF��4PVSDF��-FGU�IBOE�TJEF��"EJMJO�#BTJSJ�

	����
�3JHIU�IBOE�TJEF�1SJWBUF�%PDVNFOUBUJPO�	����
�

In addition, there are also several buildings that represent the colonial era, such as 
the old railway station. This is from the 19th century, and its function was to bring 
goods from other cities in Java as Parakan was a well known trading hub in the 
colonial era. It was also the only station soldiers used to meet KH Subuki to make 
#BNCV�3VODJOH�	TFF�'JHVSF��
��"T�TIPXO�UIF�CVJMEJOH�JT�JO�QPPS�DPOEJUJPO�BT�JU�
has been neglected for years, although its structure is still in good condition. This 
abandoned building should be well maintained and become a primary consider-
ation for the local government.

Figures 9. Old train station of Parakan, a historical building from the colonial era, it was the only rail 

station that brought all soldiers into to Parakan to meet KH Subkhi for Bamboo Runcing production. 

4PVSDF��-FGU�IBOE�4JEF��/�*�4�.�-JKO�%KPFKB�,*5-7�	����
�3JHIU�IBOE�4JEF��1SJWBUF�%PDVNFOUBUJPO�

	����
�

"OPUIFS�IJTUPSJDBM�CVJMEJOH�GSPN�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�JT�UIF�,BXFEBOBO�0GÎDF�XIJDI�
JT�MPDBUFE�JO�1BSBLBO�,VMPO�JO�UIF�TBNF�BSFB�BT�$IJOBUPXO�	1FDJOBO
��5IF�CVJME-
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JOH�XBT�BO�PGÎDF�GPS�8FEBOB�	UIF�MPDBM�HPWFSONFOU�JO�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�XIFO�UIF�
DPVOUSZ�XBT�TVCKFDU�UP�%VUDI�QPMJDJFT�BOE�SFHVMBUJPOT
��5IF�DPOEJUJPO�PG�UIF�CVJME-
ing remains the same, but is now unfortunately empty. For some special events, 
it is used as a hall or exhibition space and sometimes is a meeting place for NPL 
	/BUB�1BSBLBO�-VXFT�B�MPDBM�1BSBLBO�DPNNVOJUZ�HSPVQ
��*U�JT�B�DMBTTJD�TUZMF�CVJME-
JOH�XJUI�B�USBEJUJPOBM�+BWBOFTF�SPPG�	TFF�'JHVSF���
��

'JHVSF�����,BXFEBOBO�PGÎDF�BT�POF�PG�IJTUPSJDBM�CVJMEJOHT�GSPN�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�-FGU�IBOE�4JEF��,BXF-

EBOBO�0GÎDF�JO�DPMPOJBM�FSB�3JHIU�IBOE�4JEF��,BXFEBOBO�0GÎDF�JO�QPTU�DPMPOJBM�FSB��4PVSDF��-FGU�IBOE�

4JEF��8BXBO�)FSNBXBO�	����
�3JHIU�IBOE�4JEF��1SJWBUF�%PDVNFOUBUJPO�	����
�

Parakan, as a heritage city, has various landmarks, one of which is Pasar Legi 
1BSBLBO�	UIF�USBEJUJPOBM�NBSLFU�PG�UIF�DJUZ
��*U�JT�DBMMFE�1BTBS�-FHJ�CFDBVTF�JU�VTFE�
UP�PQFSBUF�POMZ�PO�'SJEBZ�-FHJ�	-FHJ�JT�QBSU�PG�UIF�+BWBOFTF�DBMFOEBS
��*U�XBT�CVJMU�
JO�UIF�DPMPOJBM�FSB�JO������BOE�XBT�POMZ�B�TNBMM�TJOHMF�CVJMEJOH�	TFF�'JHVSF���
�CVU�
also accommodated sellers at the front of the building. After years, the building 
XBT�BCBOEPOFE�BOE�MBDL�PG�UIF�VUJMJUZ�BT�XFMM�BT�UIF�TUSVDUVSF�BOE�XBT�ÎOBMMZ�EF-
molished in 2014 and relocated. Construction of a new Pasar Legi Parakan building 
began in 2014; the concept of the market is a national standard, with a semi-mod-
ern yet traditional form.

Figure 11. Pasar Legi Parakan is one of historical buildings in Parakan since colonial era in 1925 and 

JU�IBT�CFFO�EFNPMJTIFE�BOE�SFMPDBUFE�JO�OFX�QMBDF�JO������BOE�IBT�CFFO�ÎOJTIFE�UIF�DPOTUSVDUJPO�JO�

������4PVSDF��MFGU�IBOE��,*5-7�	����
�NJEEMF��UIF�BCBOEPOFE�1BTBS�-FHJ�1BSBLBO�UIBU�IBE�CFFO�EF-

molished and relocated in a temporary place in 2013 and has been relocated in the new place in 2014 

	"SDPN�4PFLBSOP�����
�SJHIU��1BTBS�-FHJ�JO�JUT�OFX�MPDBUJPO�BOE�IBT�B�TFNJ�NPEFSO�USBEJUJPOBM�DPODFQU�

	QSJWBUF�EPDVNFOUBUJPO�����
�

This all shows that Parakan has many old buildings from the colonial era, as well 
as traditional Chinese houses. The history of Parakan as a city of Kaum (Rakai, 
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,ZBJ�BOE�$IJOFTF�QFPQMF
�BOE�BT�UIF�DJUZ�PG�#BNCV�3VODJOH�NPUJWBUFE�UIF�DPN-
NVOJUZ�BOE�B�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUZ�HSPVQ�LOPXO�BT�/BUB�1BSBLBO�-VXFT�	/1-
�UP�
promote it as a heritage city. In December 2015, after a lengthy review and investi-
gation by the local and central government it was granted heritage city status.

Conclusion
The preservation of historical buildings from the colonial era is an essential issue, 
since Indonesia has many areas with historical sites. The existence of these sites 
will assist all generations, particularly future ones, to understand the history of 
the country. By designating historical sites as worthy of preservation, the com-
munity with its present and future generations will appreciate their presence. In 
addition, the designation of an area as historic, or even as a heritage city, can help 
it become famous, no longer unknown.

"T�5VBO�	����
�IBE�NFOUJPOFE�TQBDF�JT�NPSF�BCTUSBDU�UIBO�QMBDF�BOE�JU�XJMM�CF-
come a place if the space has value within it. According to this statement, it could 
be concluded that the area of Kauman in Parakan is not only a special space for 
UIF�DPNNVOJUZ�CVU�BMTP�CFDBNF�B�TJHOJÎDBOU�QMBDF�BOE�IBT�B�TQFDJÎD�WBMVF�FJUIFS�
as a historical value and as well as one of socio-culture values for the local com-
NVOJUZ��5VBO�	������
�BMTP�NFOUJPOFE�UIBU�B�TQBDF�CFDPNFT�B�QMBDF�JG�UIFSF�JT�BO�
individual experiencing the space. Experience will involve sensation, perception 
BOE�DPODFQUJPO��"DDPSEJOH�UP�5VBO�	�������
�FYQFSJFODF�BMTP�JOWPMWFT�FNPUJPOT�
and thoughts as experiences will create feelings and thoughts. 

In reference to the above explanation, the local community of Parakan having the 
experience of place within Kauman, Parakan hold strong attachment to the place 
and its historical value. Moreover, historical attachment can be found through the 
oral tradition of the local community. By using an oral tradition approach, this 
research has described the history of Parakan chronologically. Although historical 
attachment is different from one person to another as it depends on the individu-
al experience and their reference perspective; their historical attachment can be 
uncovered using the oral tradition approach.   
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List of Interviewees

'JHVSF�����5BCMF�PG�TJHOJÎDBOU�SFTQPOEFOUT�JO�VODPWFSJOH�UIF�IJTUPSZ�PG�1BSBLBO�

No Category Respondent Details of Respondent Output 
1 First hand NA NA NA 
2 Eyewitness report Chulaifah 

(daughter of KH 
Abdurrahman, 
the son of KH 
Subuki) 

 
Age: 85 yo 
Gender: Female 
Resident: Jetis, Parakan 

The story how the Dutch soldiers 
killed KH Abdurrahman, the son 
of KH Subuki, in his house, but 
killed the wrong person (KH 
Subuki was the target) 

3 Second-hand, 
hearsay report 

Asrof bin Bisri 
(grandson of KH 
Subuki) 

 
Age: 65 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Kauman, Parakan 

The story of Barisan Muslim 
Temanggung, the story of 
Bambu Runcing, and the story of 
KH Subuki as the pioneer of 
Bambu Runcing 

Binawan 
Muhammad 
(grandson of KH 
Subuki) 

 
Age: 50 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Ngemplak, 
Parakan 

The story of KH Subuki as the 
pioneer of Bambu Runcing, and 
how the local community has 
encouraged the family to propose 
KH Subuki as a national hero 

Akriful Basori 
(member of local 
community and 
historian) 

 
Age: 55 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Kauman, Parakan 

The history of Parakan from the 
Mataram Hindu era until the 
Mataran Islam era and the 
coming of the Diponegoro 
soldiers, up to the establishment 
of Parakan as Kauman (the city 
of ‘kaum”) 

Sutrisno 
Murtiyoso 
(member of local 
community, 
historian and 
lecturer) 

 
Age: 60 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Ngemplak, 
Parakan 

The history of Parakan as the 
city of “kaum” and the city of 
Bambu Runcing; the 
morphology of Parakan over 
time 

Subkhan Kamidi 
(member of local 
community, 
historian and 
member of Nata 
Parakan Luwes – 
the local 
community 
organization 

 
Age: 50 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Jetis, Parakan 

The story of Parakan from the 
Mataram Hindu Kuno era until 
the Mataram Islam era; the 
history of Parakan as 
Karangtengah village; the 
location of Kayumwungun  
inscription, the proof that 
Parakan was a city of “rakai” in 
the Hindu era 

Zaimah 
(granddaughter 
of KH 
Abdurrahman, 
the son of KH 
Subuki) 

 
Age: 79 yo 
Gender: Female 
Resident: Kauman, Parakan 

The story of Parakan in the 
colonial era when soldiers came 
to make Bambu Runcing as a 
traditional weapon; the story of 
KH Subuki as pioneer of Bambu 
Runcing; the story of Parakan as 
a basecamp for Indonesian 
soldiers from cities across the 
country 

Sofwan 
(grandson of KH 
Abdurrahman, 
the son of KH 
Subuki) 

 
Age: 65 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Kauman, Parakan 

The story of KH Subuki as the 
pioneer of Bambu Runcing 

Adilin Basiri 
(member of local 
community) 

 
Age: 50 yo 
Gender: Male 
Resident: Kauman, Parakan 

The story of how Barisan 
Muslim Temanggung was 
established by some Kyai in 
Parakan, including KH Subuki 
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